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the clinical routine. Furthermore, using the same semi-automated platform for tissue
samples and liquid biopsy facilitates laboratory work and reduces turnover time per
sample.
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Funding: GENOMICA
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Background: Peripheral blood circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) and tumor tissue
next-generation sequencing (NGS) is routinely performed to guide therapy in cancer
patients. However, little is known about the concordance or discordance between commercially available tissue genomics testing panels and ctDNA. The aim of our study was
to assess concordance between matched cancer tissue genomics and blood based
ctDNA in lung and gastrointestinal (GI) cancers.
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Methods: Tissue genomic analysis was performed with Paradigm (n ¼ 17)/Caris
V
(n ¼ 11) and ctDNA was analyzed with Guardant360 (n ¼ 28). Samples included,
non-small cell lung cancer (n ¼ 10), small cell lung cancer (n ¼ 4), colorectal cancer
(n ¼ 5), hepatocellular carcinoma (n ¼ 2), intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (n ¼ 1),
pancreatobiliary adenocarcinoma (n ¼ 3), esophageal adenocarcinoma (n ¼ 2) and
gastric adenocarcinoma (n ¼ 1).
Results: We identified 6 (21%) patients with at least one gene mutation that was detected by both tissue genomic and ctDNA analysis. Total number of gene mutations
identified in 28 patients were 106, but only 8 (7.5%) were detected by both tissue and
ctDNA panels. When this testing was done within 90 days the concordance increased to
10.20%. Table.
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reproducibility. Clinically, 43 ctDNA samples from lung, liver, colorectal, breast and
gastric cancers were genomically profiled and compared to the known alternations in
their matched solid tumors, in terms of single base substitution, insertions/deletions,
copy number variations and rearrangement.
Results: The analytical validation demonstrated unprecedented accuracy: near 100%
specificity (99.6%, 99.9% and 100%) and 95.8%, 100% and 100% sensitivity for 3 reference materials, respectively. The actual detection limit was as low as 0.05%. The reproducibility was assessed as 0.998 (jaccard index) by sequencing 2 replicates of each
reference. In clinical validation, compared to matched FFPE results, this ctDNA assay
showed overall 99.9% specificity and 89% sensitivity, with > 90% sensitivity when only
drug-gable hotspots were concerned. Eight events of gene rearrangements involving
known targeted genes of ALK (n ¼ 4), ROS1 (n ¼ 3) and MET (n ¼ 1) were detected
from seven patients with 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity, confirmed either by
IHC or panel sequencing (depth > 1,000X) over their matched FFPE biopsies. Due to
its typically low abundance, CNV from ctDNA was detectable only for those highly
amplified genes ( > ¼8 copies) with > ¼4 exons, demonstrating 72.2% sensitivity and
99.5% specificity.
Conclusions: Stringent criteria for both analytical and clinical validations are required
for clinical utility of ctDNA. Our ctDNA assay has demonstrated high accuracy and reliability in comprehensively genomic profiling of ctDNA, especially in regard to druggable targets, which assures its translational utility in optimizing and monitoring
targeted therapies in cancer management.
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Combination of solid and liquid biopsy genomic profiling for tumor
heterogeneity characterization
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Background: Characterization of inter- and intra-tumoral heterogeneity has become a
central issue in the implantation of personalized medicine. In this sense, although, the
liquid biopsy has been recognized as a promising tool for prognostic, molecular profiling and monitoring of cancer disease, we are still at the beginning of its incorporation
alone into the routine oncology practice. In the present study, we evaluate the usefulness of an integrated approach that combines the analysis of both solid (FFPE block)
and liquid (blood sample) biopsy, into the clinical routine.
Methods: We analyzed 163 samples of metastatic patients, with different cancers types,
V
using the OncoSTRAT&GO solution (Biosequence SL, Valencia, Spain through
OncoDNA SA, Gosselies, Belgium); that allows i) sequencing of more than 200 genes,
identification of 350 genes fusion and evaluation of the expression level of tens of proteins in solid biopsy and ii) sequencing of hotspot mutations of a 27-gene panel in liquid biopsy.
Results: We focus the analysis on those actionable variants that could be detected in
both solid and liquid biopsies. A complete concordance of 62.6% was observed between
both types of biopsies variants. The minimum variant allele frequencies (VAFs) was
found to be 0.1% and 1% in liquid and solid biopsy, respectively. The concordant and
discordant VAFs were compare showing similar distributions, no significant statistical
differences were found: mean values of 14.5/8.9% (P ¼ 0.79; Mann-Whitney test) and
39.4/29.9% (P¼ .08; Mann-Whitney test) in liquid and solid biopsy, respectively.
Conclusions: Our findings indicate that the combination of solid and liquid biopsies
analysis in clinical practice provides additional information in 37.4% of the cases.
Discordant variants cannot be put down to the sensibility of the analysis and consequently should be associated to tumor heterogeneity, low tumor burden and/or treatment response. Our results show the usefulness of an integrated approach, resulting in
a broad characterization of the tumor for a better disease management.
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Conclusions: We identified significant discordance between tissue and ctDNA mutational profiles in lung and GI cancers. Therefore, the results from NGS platforms
should be interpreted with extreme caution. Our analysis reveals that these platforms
should not be used interchangeably. The discordance rate may be due to tissue heterogeneity and/or spatial and temporal clonal evolution. Standardization of the sequencing techniques and education of practicing oncologists about the limitations of liquid
biopsies needs to be highlighted.
Legal entity responsible for the study: Saint Luke’s Health System
Funding: None
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Background: To date, ctDNA has been exhibiting its unprecedented translational potential in cancer care. However, accurate identification of comprehensive genomic alternations is rigorously needed for its clinical utility.
Methods: Three biologically relevant reference materials with allele frequencies expected at 0.1%, 1% and 5% were used to analytically evaluate the accuracy and
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Background: The SHIVA01 trial was a randomized proof-of-concept phase II trial,
testing the hypothesis of treating patients (pts) based on molecular profiles with molecularly targeted agents (MTA) in a histology agnostic manner. The trial results
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